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The so-called "non-commutative theory" of integration for rings of operators on 

Hilbert spaces has been much developed by Segal [26] and Dixmier [9], indepen

dently. The former's theory is a theory of integrals (or traces) for certain (un

bounded) "measurable operators", analogous to measurable functions in the classical 

theory of integrations over abstract measure spaces. His idea of the "measurable 

operators" originates from the works of Murray and v. Neumann ([18], Chap. 16) 

for factors of type II, and of Dye [11] for finite rings. The latter's theory is a 

theory of integrals as linear forms. For hoth theories the rings may be assumed 

to be semi-finite without loss of generality. A ring M of operators is called semi

finite [15] provided every non-zero 'projection EM contains a non-zero finite projec

tion EM. Let M and N be *-isomorphic rings of operators, and let m and µ be 

regular gages of M and N respectively such that m and ;;, correspond by means 

of the above *-isomorphism. If we stand on the view-point of Dixmer [9], the 

measurable integrable operators with respect to m and µ must correspond *-isomor

phicall y. We show (Theorem 1) that if M is *-isomorphic with N by means of a . 

mapping 0, then 0 is uniquely extended to a *-isomorphic mapping between 

measurable operators with respect to M and N. To develop the theory of Segal 

[26] for a given ring M it seems, therefore, preferable to take an appropriate 

ring N *~isomorphic with M and to develop the theory for N instead of M and then 

to transfer it to that for M, if such a process is more suitable. It is known .that 

every semi-finite ring M is *-isomorphic with the left ring L of an H-system H, 

and the regular gage of M in question corresponds to the canonical gage µ of H. 

Left multiplication operators Lx, x EH form a Hilbert space when the inner product 

<Lx,Ly> is defined by <Lx,Ly>=<x,y>. The set ~2 of all Lx is the set of 

square integrable measurable operators with respect to µ. Thus in H the square 

integrable measurable operators are given a priori. We define that T = Lx • Ly is 

integrable with respect to 11, and define its integral v(T) by <Lx, Ly*>· Let ~1 be 
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the set of all T. To prove that ~ 1 is the set of all measurable integrable operators 

is reduced to the proof of the following: in H (a) strong and ~ltrastrong (=st

rongest) topologies, (b) weak and ultra weak ( =o--weak [15]) topologies coincide 

respectively (Theorem 3). This is an easy consequence of a theorem of Griffin 

([15J, Theorem 12). But we shall prove it by an elementary way somewhat similar 

to Segal's method of proof of a certain theorem on a commutative ring [25]. As 

its consequence, the Radon-Nikodyrn theorem and Lebesgue monotone convergence 

theorem follow. 

If M is commutative, then the above lL is a masa (=maximal abelian self. 

adjoint) algebra which is *-isomorphic with M. In this case the set H' of self. 

adjoint elements of H is a vector lattice in which the lattice order i~ the usual 

operator order. Fin.ally we shall give a somewhat axiomatic definition of ~ 1 for a 

general ring M and compare it with the AL-space of a vector latti~e developed 

previously hy one of the present authors ([19] p. 86). 

~orne applications to the structure of JL are given in 3. 

1. Measurable operators 

1.1. Let M be a ring of operators on a Hilbert space ~5 of arbitrary dimensions. 

We shall always assume that M contains the identity operator I .on 4). Mp and 

Mu, respectivly, stand for the set of projections and that of unitary operators in 

M. Let m be an ideal of M generated by a certain set of finite projections EM. 

Any projection Em is then finite since the ideal m 0 generate~ "by all finite projec

tions EM contains only finit.e projections. 

DEnc-:nwN 1.1. (cf. [26], Def .. 2.1). A linear set D in S., 1s said to be strongly 

Ht-dense provided (a) U' DC D for every U' E M'u; (h) there exists a sequence of 

projections P" EM such that Pn4' C D,Pn'-- -), 0 and Pnl.. Em. An operator Tr; M 1s 

called essentially m-restrictedly measurable if T has a strongly m-dense domain and a 

closed extension. Moreover if T is closed, T is called m-restrictedly measurable. In 

case m=mo, we shall say simply that D is strongly dense, T is essentially measurable or 

T is measurable as the case may be. 

LEMMA 1. 1. Let T be a closed densely defined operator 77 M, Then : 

(i) T is m-restrictedly measurable if and only if so is IT/ ; 

(ii) Let T>O and let T= ): ),.,dE,._ be its spectral resolution. T is m-restrictedly 

measurable if only if E,._ 1-( = I - E,._) E m pJr a positive \. 

P«ooF. (i) is evident since T and IT/ have the same domain. The "if" part 
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of (ii) is clear. Let T>O · be m-restrictedly measurable. Then there exists a 

projection PE M such that TP is bounded and pJ Em. Let //TP// < :\a. We show 

that PnE>--f=O. If the contrary holds, there exits a non-zero xE ,ti with PnE>--fx=x. 

/ITxll = //TPxll < :.\ollxll, while IITx/1 = 1/TE>--Jxi/>\,o//xll. This is a contradiction. Since 

for every projection Q,REM, Q-QnR~QVR-R [17], we have E>--i=Kf-Pn 

E,J~PVE>---i, -P<PJ_E m, as desired. 

Segal [26] proved that if S and T are essentially measurable and agree on a 

strongly dense domain, then they have identical closures. Next is its slight general

ization. 

LEMMA 1.2. If two essentially m-restrictedly mea.surable operators S cmd T agree on a 

dense domai,n, then they have identical closures. 

PnooF. With no loss of generality, we may assume that S and T are m-restr

ictedly measurable. The set O = {x; Tx=Sx} is obviously invariant under every 

U'EM\·, and is dense in ,\3. Let T0 be the restriction of Sand Ton 0. T)To

implies rt C T0 *. As T* is m-restrictedly measurable, as proved below, so is T0 * 
by the very definition of measurability. It follows, from the result of Segal above 

mentioned, that T*=T0* and hence T=T0**. By symmetry S=1;/*, and we have 

T=S, as desired. 

From Lemma 1.1. if T is m-restrictedly measurable, then so are T*T, / T/"' 

(a>O). We show that T* is m-restrictedly measurable if so is T. Let T=W/ T/ 

be the polar decomposition of T, where W is a partially isometric operator E M 

with the closure of the range of / T / as the initial set and with the closure of 

the range of T as the final. set. Let WW*=E and let I 1'/ -0= \'= /1,dK, IT* i = f= >...dF;,,. J1, Ju 
be the spectral resolutions of /Tl and IT*/ respectively. /Tt/ =W/T/W* yields 

F;,,. =WE1-W*+EJ_ (1c>0). Hence F,\ 1 =WE;,,.J_W*. This implies by Lemma 1.1 that 

IT~ I is tit-restrictedly measurable. It is clear that the intersection of a finite 

number of strongly m -dense domains is so also. After Segal we define the 

strong sum S+T and strong product S • T of two m-restrictedly measurable operators. 

S and T. S + T and S • T are the closures of S + T and ST respectively. (cf. [26], 

Def. 2.2). But in case of our m-restrictedly measurable operators, S + T is seen to 

be essentially in-restrictedly measurable from the above. That ST is so also, follows 

from a modification of a proof given in [26], and details are omitted.· Hence in 

our case S + T and S • T are m-restrictedly measurable. Thus we have the 

LEMMA 1.3. The set of all in-restrictedly measurable operators forms a *-algebra with 

respect to the . strong sum S + T cmd product S • T, the scalar multiplication ( except (hat 
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0 • T = 0) and ad junction. 

We remark that the two measurable self-adjoint operators S, T are commutative 

(S • T= T • S) if and only if every two projections in their spectral resolutions com

mute (This is usually a definition of commutativity of two self-adjoint operators on 

f.)). The "if" part is well known. Let S and T commute, and if we put V =S+iT, 

then V* V = VV* will follow and therefore V" is normal. From this we obtain the 

statement of the ''only if" part. 

1.2. A projection PE Mp is called countably decomposable if each set of mutually 

orthogonal non-zero projections in PMP is at most countable. In the sequel only 

three types of ideals m are concerned : (a) m0 is the ideal of M generated by all 

finite projections EM; (b) ll11 is the ideal of all finite countably decomposable 

projections .EM ; (c) ll12 is an ideal of M generated by the metrically finite projec

tions with respect to a regular gage. In the last case we assume that M is semi

finite. A ring M is called semi-finite [15] if every non-zero projection EM contains 

.a non-zero finite projection EM. Clead y llt0 ) 111 1 ) m2. fot cl(P) be a dimension 

function on Mp in a certain sense of Segal [261. He proved that if we let 

{P;, i; i,j=I, 2, 3, ···} be an indexed family of projections E tn1 such that for each 

i, d (P;, i) ~ 0 (pointwise except for a non dense set) as j too, then there exists a 

subsequence {j(i)} of the integers such that b/: 1 d(P;, j(ii)< 00 (pointwise except for 

.a non-dense set). In particular, if P;, i ~ 0 for each i as j t 00 , then there exists a 

subsequence {j(i)} of the integers such that V;:nPi,iUJEm, and ~Oas nfoo. 

For tit= m2, if we use a regular gage instead of a dimension function, we get a 

corresponding result. Segal's discussion 1s concerned with the case when the center 

M 1 of M is countably decomposable, but it holds as well for the modified statement 

.above mentioned, since a countable number of countably decomposable finite projec

tiom EM is contained in a center which is countably decomposable in M 1• 

Segal exposed a convergence discussion by the following definition ([26 ], Def. 

2.3). A sequence {T,,} of measurable operators is said to converge nearly everywhere 

(n. e.) to a measurable operator T, if for every positive E there exists a sequence 

{P,,} of projections, such that 1110 3P,,1 ~0 as ntoo and //(T,,-T)P,,lf<E (n=I, 2, 3, ···). 

In case M 1s a factor of Type III, a measurabl"l operator is nothing but an element 

-of M, and n. e. convergence in this sense means Tn = T (n = 1, 2, 3, · · ·). This shows 

that the uniform, convergence does not necessarily imply the n. e. convergence. On 

.account of this nnsuitableness, we shall give the following improved 

DEFINITION 1.2. Let {T,,} be a sequence of m-restrictedl y measurable operators 
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17 M. {Tn} is said to converge m-nearly everywhere (m-n. e.)_ to a measurable operator 

T if for every positive number c, there exists a sequence of projections Pn E M 

(n~n.) such that ff (T-Tn)Pn// <E, PnJ...t O as n too and Pnl..E m. If Ul=U10 , we 

shall omit "m - ". 

It will turn out from the discussion below that T is necessarily m-restrictedly 

measurable. Segal [26] proved that T is unique for an n. e. convergent sequence-

{Tn}. 

LEMMA 1.4. Let {Tn} be a sequence of m-restrictedly mrusu:rable operators 'TJM. A 

neccssa,y and sufficient condition for {Tn} to converge llt-n. e. to a measurable operator 'TJM 

is that, for erery positive E > 0, there exi,sts a sequence of projections Pn E M (n >n,) such 

that ;:crm-Tn)Pnli<E for m>n~n, and Pnqo, P,,l..Em. 

PRom·. That the condition is necessary is evident. For the sufficiency proof 

we only consider the cases Ul=U10 and U1=l111. For the case m=m~. it is treated 

m much the same way as in the case 111=lt11• First consider the case m=m1• 

1 
Write 11,=nk and Pn=P~k) when E=-p. We may assume that nktoo as kt=. 

and that 

We use the symbol () 7, to denote the domain of operator T. The intersection 

D =,"',Orn is strong! y tn1-dense [26]. By definition there exists a sequence of 

projections En EM such that E,,Sj CD, E,,-'- to and Enl.. E m1• Put 

(2) 

Then Q,,'=vk:1P:!:1x-¼n,nk)VE,,l..to as nt 00 , since V1.:1P;,;';,z\n,nk)to and En1-to 

us 11too. Evidently Qnl. E 11l1• We obtain 

(3) 

Let 0 0 be the set-theoretical union of {Qn•t'l}. Then Do is strongly lnt-dense. (3) 

shows that {T,,} is a Cauchy sequence on each Q,,.f,:i in the uniform topology. Hence we 

have an operator T'TJ M with domain Do such that 1i(T-Tq)Q"/i<}2- for q>max(n,nJ. 

1 
For :my positive number c>O, we take k=k(E) so large that -----,.2-<E. Then we have-

(4,) 

If we can show that T has a closed extension T, then T will be U11-restrictedly 

measurable and {T,,} converges tn 1--n. e. to T. The proof will follow from the 
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following lemma (we take m=m1). 

LEMMA 1.5. If {Tn} satisfies the condition of the preceding lemma, then every sub

sequence of {Tn *} has a subsequence satisfying a condition of the same type. 

PROOF. It suffices to prove that {T,. *} has a subsequence stated in this lemma. 

We use the notation in the proof of the preceding lemma. Let D*= nDr,.*, which 

is strongly llli--dense. There exists a sequence of projections F,.E M such that 

F,.Sj CD*, F,.1-f0 and J,~1- E m1. Put 

Bz,k=Fnk Sjn(T,.f-T,.t)-1(Qnkf:>) for Z> k. 

Then Bd,=F,.,}Sjv[(T,.f-T,.tt1(Q,.kf:>]1-. By a result of Segal ([26], Lemma 3.1) 

we have d(P)Jt;k) s,d(K,,L) + 2d(Q,.,}). We select a subsequence {nd such that 

hi d(F,.fJ< oo, ::E; d(Q,.f,)< co except for a non-dense set. Let 

(5) 

I Then G,.1-Em1, G,.1-f0 as nf 00 • It follows from (3) that l/(Tnk;+ 1 -T,.k;)Qn;[[<1;· 

Then we obtain [[(T,.t+, -T1Ux[j < k~2 ![xi/ for every x E G,.Sj for i'";2_n ([26], the 

proof of Theorem 9). Hence 

(6) 

which shows that {T,.!j} satisfies the condition of the preceding lemma. The proof 

is completed. 

We return to the proof of Lemma 1.4. By making use of Lemma 1.5 and 

the result so far obtained in the proof of Lemma 1.4, we can infer that there 

may exist a subsequence {Tp~} of {T,.*} converging pointwise to an operator T' in 

a strongly lll1-dense domain Do*. Let x E Do, y E D 0 * be chosen arbitrarily. Then 

<Tp,.x, y)=(x, Tp~y), which yields (Tx, y)=(x, T'y). This implies that T* has a 

dense domain, so that, T has a closed extension T, as desired. It is noted that 1 
is lll1-restrictedly measurable. 

We show that 11(1'-T,.)P,.[I <c. ll(Tm-T,.) (PnnQp)!!<c for m>n. Let mfoo 

in this inequality, then we have [i(T-T,.)(P,.nQP)l[<c. Since Pn-P,.nQP~P,.VQP 

-QP by [17] and PnVQp-QpS.Qp1-f0 as pfoo, we can easily obtain the desired 

inequality. 

Next we turn to the case m = lllo, Let { Q,} be a maximal orthogonal family 

of projections EM', each of which is countably decomposable in M'. For each Q., 
consider the sequence {Tn,.}, where· Tn,,==:;;T,.Q,. Put Pn,,=P,.VQ,1-. Then (Tm,,-T,...) 
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Pn,, =(Tm=Tn)Q,Pn and therefore i/(Tm,, -Tn,,)Pn,,// <c for m>n, Pn:;=P/ Q, t O as 

n t = and At E nti. Tn,, is evidently llti--restrictedly measurable. We can apply 

the result for m=m1 to {Tn,J• Let T, be the limit of {T,,,J in the m1-n. e. con

vergence. Then 1/(T,-Tn,J Q,Pn;/ <c. Let T be the closed operator such that 

TQ,=T,. Evidently T,Q/·=0, so that the existence of Tis proved in a usual way. 

It is easy to see that T,7 M and // (T-Tn) Pn[[ < 8. Therefore T is the n. e. limit of 

{Tn}. The proof of Lemma 1.4 is completed. 

From (3) in this proof we can incidentally read off the following 

Lr:I1,MA 1.6. Let {Tn} be a sequence of m-restrictedly (wherem=m1 or lltz) measurable 

operators converging m-n. e., GJzd {ck} be a sequence of positive numbtrs decreasing to 0. 

Then there exists a sequence of projections {Qk}, Qk..L Em, Qd O as kt=, and an in

creasing sequence of posi,tive integers {nk}, such that 1/(Tm-Tn)Qk//<ck fur every 

m>n>nk, 

Ru,rARK. At this juncture we shall point out the following fact which will be 

used later. If {Tn} be a sequence of uniformly bounded m--restrictedly (where 

lll = llto, m1 or m 2) measurable operators converging m-n. e. in the star sense to an 

llt-restrictedly measurable operator T, then T is bounded and 1\-T strongly. 

This follows easily from Lemma 1.6 if m =m1 or tn 2• As for the case tn =mo, we 

decompose M into direct summands by the family of projections {QJ use? in the 

last part of the proof of Lemma 1.4, and the problem can he reduced to the case 

m = lll1 on each direct summand MQ,. 

Lemma 1.4 together with Lemma 1.5 shows that if a sequence {Tn} of mi

restrictedly measurable operators converges llti-n. e. to a measurable operator T, 

then T is necessarily nt1-restrictedly measurable and {Tn *} converges nti-n. e. to T* 

in the star sense. This is also proved by Segal [26]. 

Let {Tn} be a sequence of mi-restrictedly measurable operators converging llt 1 -

n. e. to 0, Then /ITnPni1< !- for n>nk, P,,lto and P)-Em1. Let mln=P,Jjn 

T,,*-1(PJJ). Let E" he a projection on the closure of 9Jt. Then d(EnJ)<d(Pn..L)+ 

2d(PJ) = 3d(Pn.'.·). And we can find a subsequence {p,,} of the integers, such that 

V nE),; E m1 and V k:nEPk 1 io as nt=. It is easy to see 1/Tp!EPnl!.:S::/rl'nPPJ and there

fore //Tl'nTP!EPnl[ < //Tp,.Pp,.// 2• Thus {TpnTP!} converges 1111-n. e. to 0. From this we see 

that {TnTn *} converges nt1-n. e. to O in the star sense. Similarly {Tn *Tn} converges 

m1-n. e. to O in the star sense. Segal [26] proved that if {Tn} is a sequence of 

ltt 1-restrictedly measurable operators 17M converging lll1-n. e. to a measurable operator 
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T17M and S is an lU1-restrictedly measurable operator, then {S· Tn} and {Tn•S} 

converges !Ui-n. e. to S • T and T • S in the star sense respectively. 

LEMMA 1.7. Let {Sn} and {Tn} be sequences of ntr-restrictedly measurable operators 

converging n1i-n. e. to S and Tin the star sense respectively, then so does {Sn• Tn} to S• T. 

PRooF. Since S • T=+{(S* + T)* • (S* + T) - (S*-T)* • (S*-T) - i (S*+iT)* • 

(S*+iT)+i(S*-iT)* · (S*-iT)}, it is sufficient to prove the lemma under the 

assumption S=T*. Tn*Tn-T*T=(T*-Tn*) • (T-Tn) + 1\* • T+ T* • Tn- 2T*T. 

This equation yields that {Tn *Tn} converges !U1-n. e. to T*T in the star sense. But 

(Sn-Tn *) • (Sn*-Tn)=SnSn *+Tn*Tn-(Sn • Tn+Tn *•Sn*) and (Sn+ i Tn*) •(Sn* - iTn) 

The first of these equations shows that 

{Sn· Tn+ Tn *•Sn*} converges lU1-n. e. to 2T* T in the <-tar sense and the second 

one shows that {Sn• Tn-Tn *•Sn*} converges 11t1-n. e. to O in the star sense. There

fore { Sn• Tn} converges llti-n. e. to T* T in the star sense. The proof is completed. 

The discussions so far given hold also for m = m2• Hence Lemma 1. 7 is true 

for m=nt2• Therefore if m=m1, or m2, the algebra of JU-restrictedly measurable 

operators is a topological algebra with respect to the star topology. Let m = m 1 or 

m2• Then we have the following 

LEMMA 1.8. If a sequence {Tn} of m-mmsurablc operators 17M converges m-11. e. •to 

0 in the star sense, then so docs { [ Tn I}. 
PHoOF. From the above discussion {Tn * Tn} converges m-n. e. to zero m the 

star sence. Therefore any subsequence of {Tn* Tn} contains a subsequence converging 

llt-n. e. to 0. Let it be denoted by {Tp! TPn}. For any given positive c, there 

exists a sequence of projections PnEM (n';2",n,) such that IITP!Tr,Pnll<E2 , P,!-Em 

and Pn-1 JO. Let x he an arbitrary element of P,,Sj. II /Tpnlxl/ 2 =<Tp~TpnX, x> 

<Ii Tp! Trnx/l !!x!! <E2 l/xli 2• Hence II I Tp,, I Pnfl <E. '1,'he proof is completed. 

1.3. Let N be a ring of operators on a Hilbert space S)'. Suppose that 

there exists a *-isomorphic mapping O(A) from M onto N (0 is bi-continuous in 

the ultrastrong ( = strongest = ultrafort l9]) and ultra weak ( = a--weak = ultrafaible 

115], [9]) topologies [9]). Let n be the ideal of N corresponding to m under 0, 

that is, n = 0(m). Let ,';JI and 'J'/ be the *-algebras of all m-and n--restrictedly 

measurable operators respectively. We shall show that 0 can be uniquely extended 

to a *-isomorphic mapping from Si'! onto '.7/. When this is once done, we see that 

0 will preserve the convergence character, since the Definition 1.2 is concerned only 

with the algebraic property of M (note that *-isomorphism preserves norms). The fact 

that there is a unique extension of 0 will be important for our theory' of integra

tion for operators, because our point of view is that the theory is first developed 
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for a certain rmg N *-isomorphic with M and then we transfer it to the theory 

for M through the extended *·isomorphism. 

TttEo:1EM 1. Let M and N be *-isomorphic rings of operators by a mapping 0. 0 

can be uniquely extended to a *-isomorphic mapping from ..5'rt onto J/. 

PnooF. We prove the theorem for m=mo and m=m1. For, the case m=m 2 

1s treated along the same line as in the case m = llh- First we shall consider · the 

case m=m1. Let T he any element of .-'JI. There exists a sequence {An} of 

operators EM converging m1-n. e. to T. For example, let T= W/ T/ be the polar 

decomposition of T, let [ T[ = ~: ),.,dEA be the spectral resolution of I Tj, and put 

A,.= /f7t ),.,dE,\, then it is clear that {A,.} converges m1-n. e. to T. A *·isomorphism 

0 preserves norms. The criterion for m.-n. e. convergence given in Lemma 1.4 is 

concerned only with the operators EM. Therefore {0(A,.)} converges 0(n1i)-n. e. 

to a 0(m1)-restrictedly measurable operator which we shall denote by 0(T). 0(T) is 

independent of the particular sequence {A,.}, because if {A~} is another sequence 

with the same property as {A,,}, then {A,.-A~} converges llh-n. e. to O and then 

{O(A,.)- 0(A~)} converges 8(1111)-n. e. to 0. {A,.*} contains a subsequence converging 

llt1-n. e. to T*, so that we obtain 8(T)* =0(T*r It is clear that the mapping e is 

linear and one-to-one. From Lemma 1.7 we see that 0(S • T)=0(S) • 0(T). Therefore 

0 is a *-isomorphism. Uniqueness is evident, and details are omitted. 

Next consider the case m = m0 • Let the mapping 0(T) be defined in the 

same manner as before. Only points for us to make clear are the following : 

0(T*)=0(T)* and 0(5 • T)=O(S) • 0(T). Let {Q,} he a maximal orthogonal svstem 

of central projections E M 1 each of which is countably decomposable in M 1• From 

the proof of Lemma 1.4, {A,.Q,} converges 1111-n, e. to TQ, if {A,.} converges n. e. 

to T. Hence B(TQJ =0(T)0(QJ. Since TQ, is mi-restrictedly measurable, 

0(T*)O(QJ=0(T*QJ=0(TQJ*=0(T)*0(QJ. This equation holds for every Q, and {O(QJ} 

is also a maximal orthogonal system of central projections. Hence 0(T*)=0(T)*. 

In like manner it is easy to see that 0(ST) = 6(S)0(T). The proof is completed. 

Conou.ARY 1.1. 0(/T/"')= /0(T)/a• (a>O) for every measurable T17M. 

PROOF. First suppose that T";?,_ 0. Let T= ~: >-,dE,. he the spectral resolution 

of T. Put F,. =0(E,.). Then {A} is a resolution of identity. Put A,.= L >,,dE,_. 

Then 0(A,,)~ i" ),.,d}',,_ and O(A,.«)= \" ),.,"'dF~. It follows from the manner of extension Jo Jo 
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of 0 that 0(T)= ~: 'J,.,dF11. and 0(T")= [ 'J,.,"dA. Therefore 0(T")=0(T)". The general 

" " " case follows easily from the above. 0(/T/")=0(/T/ 2) 2 =0(T*T)2={0(T)*0(T)} 2 = 

j 0(T) / ". The proof is completed. 

The theorem is wellknown when Mis commutative ([26], Lemma 15.1). 

1.4. DEFINITION 1.3. A linear set 53 of measurable operators 17M is called an 

invariant linear system of M if TE 53 implies UT, TUE 53 for every U E Mu. 

Let 53 be an invariant linear system. Let K be a self-adjoint operator EM 
1 

such that O<K<T. Then U=K+i(l-K2) 2 EMu and 2K=U+U*. Hence K•S2, 

53 KC 53. As every operator A E M is expressed as a linear combination of such 

K, we see that A • B, 53A C 53 for every A E M. Let T and S be measurable oper

ators such that O<5<T and TES2. Following Dixmier [9], we show 5ES2 as 

l 
follows. It is easy to see that the domain Dd of T 2 is contained in the domain 

l l l 
D5 } of 52 and l/52 x//<//T2 x// for every xE Dr½· Let C be an operator such that 

l l l 
Cy=52 x for y=T 2 x and zero for any yE [range of T 2 }-L. We denote by the same 

1 1 

C the closed linear extension of C. Then CE M and 52 =C • T 2 . And in turn 

5=C • TC*E 53. We can also show that TE 53 implies T*, IT/ E 2. For let 

T= W/ T/ be the polar decomposition of T, then / T/ = W*TE S2 and T*= / T/ W* E 2. 

Let 53+ stand for the set of positive operators E 2. Every operator E 2 is expressed 

as a linear combination of operators E 53+. 

It follows from the above discussion that the set 53+ has the following properties : 

(a) if TE 53+ and UE Mu, then UTU* E 53+; 

(b) if TE S2 + and O < 5 < T, then 5 E W, 5 being a measurable operator ; 

(c) if 5, TE£+, theu 5+TE 53+_ 

Conversely let 52x be any set of positive measurable operators satisfying the 

conditions (a), (b) and (c). Then 53x is an 53+ of an invariant linear system S2 

determined as the set of linear combinations of elements of 53 x. This is also shown 

by the method of proof due to Dixmier [7] for an ideal. The main idea of the 

proof is that we let 53 denote the set of all ~;:1 T; • 5;*, where T; and 5; are 

measurable and T; • T;*,5;•5;*, E 53x_ The details are omitted. 

DEFINITION 1.4. (cf. [8] Def. 2). Let 53 be an invariant linear system of M. 

The power 53"(a > 0) is defined as the invariant linear system generated by all 

T" such that TE 53+. 
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Let T and S be positive m-restricted measurable operators and T= [ 'AdEA, 

S= \= t,.,dFA be their spectral resolutions respectively. If we put GA =EAnFA, then 
JO 

GA.l.=EA-LvA-'-Em for sufficiently large 'A by Lemma 1.1 and GA-qo as 'At=. 

We define TVS= [ 'AdGA, which is also positive and m-restrictedly measurable. We 

note that if P and Q are projections E M, then PV Q coincides with the usual one 

(PVQ). We write T<S [8] if EA~FA for every positive 'A>O. T<S implies 

r= 1. r= 1. T"' < S"' for every a> 0. Since we can write T"' = J
O 

EA¼ d'A and S"' =J
O 

FA¼ a\.. It 

is clear from the definition of TVS that T, S< TVS. Assume that 2 satisfies the 

conditions : 

(<)1 If T= [ 'Ad EA E 2+ and S= [ 'AdF1-. ~O are measurable opertors such 

that FA .l.<E;.. .l. for every positive 'A, then SE 2+. 

(<{)2 If T, SE 2+, then TVTE 2+. 

These conditions are always satisfied if £CM ([8], Lemma 7 and 8). By using 

(<()1 and (<h we can show after Dixmier LBJ that the set {T"'; TEW} satisfies 

the conditions (a), (b) and (c). (a) is evident. Let Ti, T2 E £+ and S"' <T1"'+T2"', S 

being a positive measurable operator. Put T=T1 VT2 E 2+. .Then Ti"'+T2"' <2T"'. 

Let S= r 'AdF;... and 2¼T= ~: )..,dEA he the spectral resolutions respectively. Then 

E,\nFJ=O is easily verified. F;,..l.=FA.l. - F;....l.nE;...~F,_.l.vE» - E;.. <E;,..l. [17]. 

Therefore by (<)1 we have SE£+. Hence (h) and (c) are satisfied. 

We note that if £ satisfies (i{)1 and (<()2 then so do all the other £"'(a>O). 
l _I 

For if TE£"'+ and S satisfy the hypothesis of ( <()1, then so do T" E £+ and S"'. 
1 

Therefore S'" E £+, that is, SE 2"'. T"' VS"'= (TVS)"' shows that £"' satisfies ( <)2-

We state the following theorem for the powers of B, corresponding to that of 

the powers of ideals due to Dixmi•er [8]. 

THEOREM 2. Let 2 be an invariant linear system of M satisfying the conditions ( <()1 

and ( <(()z. Then, 

(i) (£"')"=£"'.'!, 2"' • £11 =£"'+/J, a, f::3>0; 
(ii) if an £"' is an algebra for some a>O then so are all the other £1!. 

PROOF. (i) : The proof is modelled after that given by Dixi:nier [8] for the 
.:t 

case £ CM. Let T be any positive element of (B"')ll, then 1'13 E £"'+ and therefore 
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1 

T"~E£ that is, .TE £0 /l+, The converse is also true. Therefore (53"/=B"ll. Let 

T1"EB"'+ and T/E'i!,/3+. We show that T1•1'2 E£"'+,9 [81, Let T=T1 VT2 • Then 

T 12"'<TJ"', Tl~<T2·3 therefore T1"=C1•T"' and Tl=C2•Tll for some Ci, C2 EM. 

T1"' • Tl= T1"' • (T28)*=C1 • T"'+iiC2 * E 53"+19 Therefore £" • 2 8 C 53a+/l. Conversely let 

T"'+llE(£"'+·3t. Then TE£+ and yx+/l=T"'•T-3, T"'E2"'+, 1'-3 E533+, and therefore 

Ta+/l E 53" • 538 • Hence 53" • £1'> = B"+/l. 

(ii) That 53"' is an algebra is the same a'! 53"') 53 2" and therefore 53) 53 2• · From 

this we ohtain 533) 53 23 for every fl>O. The proof is completed. 

We note ·that if an 53" i, c:imp:Bed of m--re3ti·ictedly mea3urable operator3, then 

:so are all the other 53/l. 

LEMMA 1.9. Let 53' stand for the line:zr sp:z::e comp:Jsed of the selfadjoint operators 

·E arz invaria11t lin'!:zr system, 53. If W is a ve:tor laltise by th? ordering of operators, 

:then 53 is commutative. 

P,:ooF. The lemma follow;; immediately from a result of Sherman [277 or of 

Kadison [16]. But it seems that the following direct proof ha3 some interest. We 

have only to show that any two projections E, FE 53 ar.:: commutative. We show 

first that EnF is a projection. Let EnF= ~: 1cdGA be the spectral resolution of 

l l 
EnF. It follows from (EnF) 2 <E, F [22] that (Ev F) 2 <EnF, and therefore 

.l. 
Hence (En Ff =EnF, that is, EnF is a projection. As £' is assumed to be a 

vector lattice, EVF-F=E-EnF. Since the right side of the equation and F 

.are projections, so is EVF. Put E'=E-EnF and F'=F-EnF, then E'+F'= 

EvF-EnF=E'vF'. This means that E'+F' is a projection, and therefore 

E'F'=O, that is, (E-EnF) (F-EnF)=O. This yieldr, .}.,'F=EnF. By symmetry 

we have EF~=FE, as desired. 

2. Integrals with respect to a canonical gage. 

2.1. Segal [26] has developed a theory of non-commutative extension of 

integration for the measurable operators associated with a ring of operators on a 

Hilbert space. Theorem 1 shows that a *·isomorphism between two rings of 

operators has a unique *-isomorphic extension between measurable operators. There

fore in order to develop such a theory it does not matter how to choose any one 

-0f *-isomorphic rings. For his theory the singular part of a ring plays no essential 
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role, and therefore we assume, otherwise stated, that rings are semi-finite [15J. A 

semi-finite ring is *-isomorphic with a left ring of a Hilbert system (H-system), 

which we shall take as a basic ring for our development of Segal's theory of inte

gration for operators. 

Let A be a unitary algebra [14]: A is a *-algebra and a pre-Hilbert space with 

the inner product ( a, b) satisfying the following conditions : 

(a) (a,a)=(a*,a*) for every aEA; 

(b) (ab, c)=(b, a*c) for every a, b, cE A; 

( c) the mapping b-+ab is continuous for every fixed a E A ; 

(d) A.2 is dense in A. 

Generally A is not a Hilbert space. If A is a Hilbert space, then A becomes 

an H*-algebra of Ambrose [l], taking - the norm multiplied by an appropriate 

positive number as its new norm. In this case we say that A is essentially an H*

algebra. 

The completion H of a unitary algebra A is equivalent to an H-system [2]. 

For any x EH, x*, xa, ax are defined by continuity. Let L: denote the operator 

a-+xa (a EA) and we define Lx=(L~*)*. Likewise we define Rx. Lxy is defined if 

and only if Ryx is defined. Then Lxy=Ryx will be denoted by xy. The left ring 

L of an H-system H is the ring of operators on H generated by La(a EA). Similarly 

the right ring R 1s defined. The operation J : x-+x* is a conjugation of H and 

R=JLJ. lL and R are commutants of each other [10], [13], [14], [26]. By mak

ing use of this fact R. Pallu de la Barriere [24] proved that L* = Lx* and 

Rx* =Rx*• x EH is called bounded if Lx (equivalently Rx) is bounded. The set B 

of bounded elements of H becomes a *-algebra called bounded algebra of H. We 

denote by Ln the set {L ; x E ll}. Ln is an ideal of lL and is dense in JL in the 

strong topology. Any projection PE LB is of the form L. with a self-adjoint idem

potent c. We write x =::::: 0 if Lx >_ 0. 

LEMMA 2.1. Let {e,} be a maximal orthogonal system of self-adjoint idempotents. Then 

(i) H=:::8,8:)e,H=~,8:)He,; 

(ii) Put qJ (A)= :::8, (Ae., c,) for A E lL +. Then </)( A) is a faithful, essential, normal, 

pseudo-trace of L. The maximal ideal associated with cp is Lt. 

(iii) cp(A) is independent of the particulm· choice of {e,}. 

(iv) If we put µ(P)=qJ(P) for PE lLp, then µ(P)= /lei/ 2 or + oo acccording as 

P=L. for some e or not (µ is a canonical gage of H in r>. certain sense of Segal [26j). 

PROOF. (i) : Each eiH is the range of projection P, = L,,. c,Hl_e<H for e, =F c<. 
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If I=\= V ,P, we can find a non-zero projection P=L. such that P<I- V ,P,, and 

t_herefore {e.} will not be maximal. This is a contradiction. Similarly we have 

H=~,Ef:)He,. We note that for any xEH, x=~,e,x=~,xe, and //xll 2=~.l!e,x// 2 

= h,/!xe,/1 2 • 

(ii): That cp is linear, normal and positive is clear. Let cp(A)=0 for some 

A2:0. Then Ae,=0, and therefore A(e,x)=A(Rxe,)=(Ae.)x=0. Owing to x=~,e,x, 

A must be 0, that is, cp is faithful. Let A= Lx• for some x EB+. Then cp (A) = 

~.<Lx2e,, e,)=~,<xe., xe.)= l/x/1 2, while for any UE Lu, cp(UAU*)= ~.<ULxU*e., 
. -

ULxU*e.)=~,<(UU 1 x)e., (UU 1 x)e,) = I/UU1 xl/ 2= l/x/1 2 where U1 =JU]. Therefore 

</J(A)=cp(UAU*) for any AE LJ+. Hence by normality of cp we have cp(A)=cp(UAU*) 

for any A E L +. If cp(A) =\= 0, then we can take an Lx• such that 0 < x E B+ and 

Lx•<A. Then cp(Lx•)=//x/1 2 is positive and finite. That is,¢ is essential. The 

first part of (ii) is proved. To see the last part it suffices to show that if ¢(A) 

is finite for A E L + then A E Lt, Put x, = A½ e,. Then x, E He, and cp(A) = ~, // x, I/ 2, 

.l. 
:and therefore there exists an x EH such that xe, =x,. A 2 e, =xe,. It is easy to see 

.l. 
that A 2 =Lx with xE B+, that is AE L~. 

(iii). For any choice of {e,}, cp(A)=//x/1 2 for A=Lx•EL~. Hence by normality, 

<p is unique. 

(iv) PEL~ is equivalent to PE LJJ. Hence (iv) follows from the last part of 

· {ii). The proof is completed. 

Since L has a faithful, essential, normal pseudo-trace cp, L is semi-finite, and 

1s known [7] that ¢ is unique! y determined by µ-. 

DEFINITlON 2.1. ~b in Lemma 2.1 is called the canonical pseudo-trace of H. 

To make clear the independence of cp(A) of the particular choice of {e.}, we. 

,give another expression of ~-b( A). 

LEMMA 2.2. Let A= [ Xd E,\ be the spectral resolution of A EL+. Then cp (A)= 

(= µ(E;.,_l..)r.D.,= _ [= >.,dµ-(E,\-L) . 
. Jo Jo 

PROOF. Let l be the bound of A. Let{>.,;} be 0<X1<X2 <•··<Xn+i=l. 

A>~;:1X;(K;+1-K;). The set {~X;(EA;+1-E,\;)} is a directed set converging 

uniformly to A. Hence by normality of ¢, cp(A)= lim ~X;cp(K,+1-EAJ= lim ~X; 

p,(E,._;+1-E,._;) = -[ >.,dµ,(E;,.,l..) = [ µ(E,._l..)dX. 

CoROLLARY. Let A= [ XdEA be the spearal resolution of A E L +. In order that 
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AELn it is nccessa,y 1md sufficient that \=µ(Ej"x)d:\=- 1=>-2dµ(Ef)<oo. In this case .o Jo 
the integral equals / / x / / 2, where A = Lx, x E B +. 

PRooF. A E L1 is equivalent to A2 E Lt and therefore to that c/i(A2) < oo, 

Hence the statement of the lemma is true by the preceding two lemmas. 

Here we note that x EB+ is approximated by ~;.'.: 1 :\;e, as nearly as we want, 

where \,;>O and e, are orthogonal self-adjoint idempotents. Let A=Lx=[\,dE,\ 

be the spectral resolution of Lx. Since limllE,\1-x-x[i =O, we may assume £ 01-x=x 
,\ ! 0 

r= 1 
for some o > 0. Let C,\ = J" ~dE" for :\ > 0 then E"1- = l\Lx = Lc"x' therefore C"x is a 

self-adjoint idempotent e1,_, Using the notation of the proof of Lemma 2.2 and letting 

:\1 = 8, {~;:1 \,; (E>-.;+1 - E>-.;)e.,} convergeg to Ae.,. L1,0 = AL0 = AEa1- =A= Lx. 

L(E>-.;+ 1 -E1,.;)es =E>-.;+1 -E>-.;=Le1,.;-•>-.;+i· 

- eA;+J as near as we want. 

Therefore x is approximated by ~;.'.\ A;(e,,; 

2.2. A projection P is called metrically finite [26] if µ(P) < + oo. Such a 

projection IS evidently countably decomposable and the ideal 111 generated by all 

metrically finite projections is of type l112 of 1.2. We shall use the terms "µ

restrictedly measurable" and "µ-nearly everywhere" according to the cases. It is wellknown 

that m is dense in L in the strong topology (m is the restricted ideal of the 

maximal ideal associated with cp [7]). Let ~2 be the set { Lx; x ~}. Let us 

introduce an inner product (Lx, Ly)=(x, y ), then 22 IS a Hilbert space isometric 

with H. The element of 532 , is called squq,re integrable with respect to µ. 

LEMMA 2.3. (i) Lx is µ-restrictedly measurable. 

(ii) 22 is an inmriant linear system of L. 

(iii) Bd, JL = LB. Therefore rL projection PE L is metrically finite if and only if 

PE S!2, 

PaooF. (i) : Let Lx = W/ Lx / be the polar decomposition of Lx. / Lx / = W* Lx = 
lw"x [24]. By Lemma 1.1 we have only to show that Lx, x>O is 

measurable. Let Lx= f = 'AdEA be the spectral resolution of Lx, Put .lo 

1.i-restrictedl y 

r= 1 
A= Jo-:\ dE,\, 

8 > 0. Then A E L and ALx C LAx and therefore L(Ax)*) LxA = Eo1-, that is 

E81 EL. This implies Ax E LB, By Lemma 2.1, £01- is metrically finite. 

L(Ax)*= 

Lemma 

1.1 shows that Lx is p-restrictedly measurable. 

(ii) : That 22 is linear is evident. Let U E Lu. 

and Tar·x are measurable, we obtain U•Lx=LcxES22, 

U • Lx=ULx CLux- Since UL,. 

T,xU=(U* • Lx*)*E S22*=S22. 
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(iii) follows from the definition of JLB. 

Now we show that 2 2 satisfies the conditions ( <)1 and ( <)2 stated in 1.4. To 

this end the following lemma is needed. 

LEMMA 2.4. Let T= ): "J,.,dE>.. be the spectral resolution of a posi,tive measurable oper-

ator T11 JL. TE 22 if and only if - ): ),., 2 d µ (E>.. 1__) = [ µ(E)JrA is finite. In this case 

<T, T)= [ µ(E;A-)d>,_. 

PROOF. First assume that TE2t, that is, T=Lx with some xEH+. LE>..x= 

ES=~:),.,dE" being bounded, E>..xEB+ and //E>..x// 2=-t\.2 dµ(E"1__) by Cor. of 

Lemma 2.2. E>..x-x as ),.,too. Hence //x// 2=-[),.,2dµ(Et)=[µ(E;°A)d"J,.,<+ 00 • 

Now we shall show the converse. E>..T is bounded and -~: ),.,2dµ(E>..J__)< + oo. Then 

by the same Cor., we can write E"T=Lx,\, where X,1. EB+ and //x>..// 2 = - t ),.,2dµ(E,1.l-). 

For -X.'>),.,>0, //x,_'-X>..// 2 =-t')l}dp(E,1.J__) since Lx>..'-x,,_=Lx,1.-Lx"-=(E,v-E>..)T= 

and therefore there exists xEH such that X>,.-X as ),.,-oo. That x;,.=Ei..X>..' for 

),,,'>),,, implies~x"-=E,1.x. Then E>..T=Lx>..=LE>..x=Ei..•Lx for every A>0. This implies 

T=Lx. The proof is completed. 

Let T= r-~ ),.,dE,\ E 522+ and S= 100 ),.,r/F,. be a positive measurable operator. If Jo Jo . 
AJ_<E"-'-- for every A>0. Then µ(F,.-') <µ(E"-J_) and therefore ~: µ(F7,\.)d"J,.,< + oo, 

which implies SE 52 2 +. Hence 2 2 satisfies ( <)1• Next assume that SE 2 2 +. Let 

G>.. =E,,nF,\, then µ(Gt)= v(E;~V F-f:)<1-L(E);-) + µ(Ft) and therefore [ µ(GJ-;::_)rl\ < + oo. 

This means that TVS E 52 2 +. 53 2 satisfies (,()2• 

We define 2,.=2~"' for a>O. 2,. also satisfies the condition (<)1, and ({;::) 2 • 

Each TE 21 is expressed by L · Ly or more generally by ~;,:'1 Lxi • Lyi• 

L1rnA 2.5. ~;'.'.:1Lx,·Ly,=O implies ~;'.'.'. 1 <'.y~,xt)=0. 

PnooF. Let D be the intersection of the domains of lx,•l,Yi and Lx,(i=l,2,··,m). 

D is strongly µ~dense, and therefore there exists a sequence of projections Pn E JL, 

such that PnH CD, P,,,1__ is metrically finite and PJ i 0. Since Pn is a least upper 

bound of metrically finite projections, we can take a maximal orthogonal system 
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{c,} of self-adjoint idempotents such that e,H(D. ~ 1'.'.: 1 (y;,x;*)=~;,,(y;e,,x;*e,) 

=):,;,,<Lx; •Ly;e,,e,)=):,, <h;Lx; ·Ly;e,, e,)=0. The proof is completed. 

DEFINITIO:'< 2.2. µ(T)=~;'.'.: 1 (y;, X;*) for T=;2;;':: 1 Lx; •Ly; is called the integral 

of T. 

Lemma 2.5 shows that p,(T) is independent of the particular expression of T. 

If T is a projection PE JL, then ;.1,(P) coincides with the old one. And if TE JL~+, 

then µ(T) =¢(T). It follows from Lemma 2.4 that a positive measurable operator 

T= [ 'A.dE;.. is an element of 21 if and only if T½ E 22, that is, [ µ(Ef)cD.,< + oo. 

In this case ;.1,(T)=[µ(E/)d'A.=-[>.,dµ(E;, 1). 

We remark thaf 22 is an H-system isomorphic with H by the mapping x--Lx. 

This follows from the facts that (1) if xy is defined and equals z, then Lx·Ly=L., 

and (2) if Lx • Ly equals L., then xy is defined and equals z. To prove (1) let D 

be the intersection of domains D Lz ;rnd D L., • Ly• D is strongly µ-dense. For 

any u ED, we have Lx • Lyu=x(yu) and i.u= (xy)u. It follows from a result of 

Ambrose [2] that x(yu) =(xy)u. Since measurable operators L., • Ly and L. agree 

on a strongly v-dense domain '8, we must have L.=Lx · Ly- Now we show (2). 

Let a be any element of A. <z, a)=<a*, z*)=<La*, (Lx • Ly)*)=µ(La* • Lx • Ly)= 

µ(La*.,• Ly) =(a*x, y*)=(c1:, ay*). Hence xy is defined and equals z. Ambrose [2] 

defined H to be commutative if so is its bounded algebra. It is easy to see that this 

definition is equivalent to say that 22 is commutative. 

LE,IMA 2.6. The integral /.L has the .following properties; 

(i) ft is linear. 

(ii) ;.lrt.)=iAT). 
(iii) pc(T):?: 0 for T> 0. The ep.u:dity holds if and only if T= 0. 

(iv) For every AE1L,;:(A·Lx•Ly)=µ(Ly•A·Lx)=µ(Lx·Ly·A)=(Ax,y'','. In 

particular µ(A•T)=µ(TA). 

(v) l.u.b. /µ(A·T)j=;,(ITI), 
liAII -s: 1 

( vi) For a fixed T, µ(A • T) :> 0 for every A E L + if and only if T> 0. 

(vii) Lx, Ly >O imply µ(Lx•Ly) >O. 
P11001. (i)-(iii) are evident. 

(iv) : µ(A· Lx•Ly)= µ(LAx • Ly) =<y,(Ax)*)=<Ax, y*)= µ(Ly· A· L) = µ((Ly ·A)· Lx) 

= µ(Lx • _Ly • A). Since any T is of the form Lx • l,y, we have µ(A • T) =µ(TA). 

(v): Let T= WIT[ be the polar decomposition of T. µ(W*T)=µ( I Tl)=¢( I Tl). 

On the other hand, let [Tl=L;, xEH+, then lµ(A•T)J=lµ(A·W·Lx·Lx)I= 
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1 (AWx, x) / <//AWxl/ 1/x// < l/xl/ 2 =<p( IT/). 
(vi): µ(A• T) z:0 for every A:?:0 if T>0, since µ(A•T) =µ(A½ •T • A½) and 

.l. :i 
A 2 •T•A 2 ":?:0. Conversely assume that µ(A•T)20 _for every A>0. µ(A·T)= 

µ(T* • A)= µ(A • T*). Since any element of L is a linear combination of positive 

ones, it follows from (v) that T= T*. Let T= [->..,dE,,_ be the spectral resolution of 

T. µ(~~- XdE . .J = µ(E0 T) > 0, while r- >..,dE,,_ <0. Therefore from (iii) we have r- XdEA = 0 that is, T:?: 0. 

"= 
(vii) µ(Lx•Ly)=(x,y). Let Ly=LNIE,,_ he the spectral resolution of Lr 

(l-E0)y=y and (En-E¼)Y--Y as n-- 00 • (En-E¼)Y is approximated by an expres

sion ~ i ':: 1 >..,;e;, :.\; > 0, as near as we want, where ei is a self-adjoint idempotent. 

(x, ~X;e;)= ~:.\;(x, e;)= ~:.\;(xe;, e;) >0. Hence (x, y) > 0. This completes the 

proof. 
_l_ .1 

LEMMA 2.7. If T:?:S>0 for T,SE£1, then T 2 2S2 • 

PnooF. Suppose the contrary. Let sf-T½ = [: AdE;,.. be the spectral resolution -

_l_ :i .l. .l. 
of S2 -T2 • Then for some :.\>o>0, (E,,_-E3) (S2 -1' 2 )'2:_o(E,,_-Es)>0. Put 

E=E,,_-Ea, then E=L. for some eEB. Then by (vii) of the above lemma, 
l 1 .l. :i _l_ .l. J. 1 

µ(E (S2 -T2 ) • (S2 + T 2 )'2:_ oµ(Lc • (S2 + T 2 )) > 0, while on the other hand µ(E(S 2 - T~) 
l :i l_l_ f:i 1 l 

• (S2 +T2 ))=µ(E· (S-T)) + µ(E•S2 •T 2 )- 11,(E·T •S2 )=µ(E•(S-T)) + 11c(T2 -E•S2 ) 

_l_ _l_ .l. l 1 .l. 1 1 

- µ(S 2 •E• T 2 ) and µ(1' 2 • E•S2 ) is conjugate to µ(S2 •E• T 2 ), and thereforeµ(E(S 2 -T'I) 
* 1 1 1 1 1 

· (S-+T 2 )) =µ(E•(S-T)) <0. Hence µ(L,·(S2 +T2 )) = 0, that is, E•(S2 +T2 )E=0 . 
.l. l l .l_ 

This impliesthat E•S2 E=-E•T 2 E and therefore E-S~E=-E•T 2 E=0. Using 
1 _l_ * 1 :i ], 

these equalities, we have E•(S2 -T2 ) = E•(S- -T2 )E= E• S 2 E- ·ET 2 E=0, and 

therefore E=0, since E•(S½ -T½)>oE. This is a contradiction. The proof is 

completed. 

Added in proof This lemma is a special case of a theorem due to E. Heinz, 

Math. Ann. 123 (1951), p. 425, Satz 2. Cf. also [22j. 

2.3. Now we are ready to show that in the left ring lL of a Hilbert system, 

(a) ultraweak and weak topologies, and (b) ultrastrong and strong topolog~es coin

cide respectively. The following theorem is wellknown [15]. But it would seem 

that much interest lies in the method of proof given here. 
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THEOREM 3. I.et L be the left ring of a Hilbert syst,em. Then 

(a) mtraweak and weak topologies of L coincide; 

(b) ultrastrong and strong topologies of L coincide. 

329 

Let {J)(A) be any linear functional continuous in the weak (equivalently strong, mtraweak 

or ultrastrong) topology, then {J)(A) is of the form <Ax, y) and if moreover (/) is positive 

we can write {J)(A)=<Ax,x). 

PnooF. Let {x;} be any sequence of elements of H such that ~l/x;// 2< oo. 
We can write ~/:,1Lx;•L.,f=L;n for some YnEH+. llrn!l 2 =~;:11Jx,/l 2: For 

m>n, L;m>L;n and therefore Lym>LYn by Lemma 2.7. Therefore /lym-rnll 2 = 
llrmil 2 + llynll 2 -(ym, Yn>. - (yn,Ym> < I/Ymll 2 + llrnll 2 - llrnll 2 - /lyn/1 2 = IIYmll 2 - llrnll 2 since 

<Ym,Yn>- llynl/ 2 =(ym -yn, Yn> 20. Hence IIYm -yn/1 2 <~i-::'+1llxdl 2-o as m>n-+ 00 , 

that is, {yn} converges to an element xEH. ~;,'.\<Ax;,x;)=~;.'.:1µ(A·Lx;•L,n= 

µ(A•L;J=<Ayn,Yn>• Therefore ~n:1(Axn,x,.)=(Ax,x). From this equation we 

see that (a) and (b) hold. 

If (f)(A) is continuous in the weak topology, we can write (/}(A)= b;::;1 (Ax;, y;) 

for some X;,y; (i=l,2, ···,n). Let T=L.,•Ly*=h,:::1L;•Ly;*• Then {J)(A)= 

(Ax,y)=µ(A·T). If (fJ(A) is positive for every A>0, then T>0 and therefore 

we can write T= L; for some x EH+, that is {J)(A) =<Ax, x). This completes the 

proof. 

We shall consider some consequences of this theorem. 

For every TE 531 we define II Tih =µ(IT/). Then II iii has the norm property 

by Lemma 2.6 (v) since 111,(AT)j is a pseudo-norm and µ(ITl)=0 implies T=0. 

We show that 53 1 is complete with respect to this norm, that is, 531 is a Banach 

space. 

Conor.LARY 3.1. Let (/) be any linear fnnctional on lL continuons in the ultraweak 

topology ( =normal), [9], then there exists a TE 531 such that {J)(A) = p(A • T) for every 

AE L. And 

(i) T is uniquely determined by (/). 

(ii) (/) is positive linear if and only if T> 0. 

(iii) (/) is central if and only if TE L 1• 

P1100F. By Theorem 3 we can write (fJ(A)=(Ax,y)=µ(A·Lx·Ly*)=µ(A·T) 

for every A EL, where x, y EH and T= Lx • Ly* E 2 1• (i) follows from Lemma 2.6 

(v). (ii) follows from (iii) of the same lemma. (/J is called central if {J)(AB)=(/J(BA) 

for every A, BE JL. This condition is written as µ(A• (B • T-Tfl)) = 0 for every 
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A, RE JL. By Lemma 2.6 (vi) this condition is equivalent to that B • T= TB for 

-every RE JL, that is, TE L 1• 

Dixmier [9] proved the following theorem: "Let M be a ring of operators and 

denote by M* the Banach space of all normal liqear functionals (/}. If we 

identify A with the continuous functional (A,(/})=((/}, A)=fP(A) then M 1s the 

-conjngate space of M*"· Therefore (i) of the above Corollary shows that 21 is 

-complete with respect to Ii !/ 1, that is, 521 is a Banach space. Theorem of Dixmier 

just stated shows that 1/Aii=Lu.b. lfP(A·T)/ and lL is the conjugate space of 521• 

IITlli s: 1 
By this reason we write lL = 5.L. 

Crnwr.r.ARY 3.2. Let {Tn} be a monotone increasing sequence of posittive operators E 521• 

There exists a TEB/ such that Tn <T and limµ(Tn)=µ(T) if and· only if limµ(Tn)< +=. 
n-oo n-co 

In this case T is the l. u. b. of {Tn} and is the 11-n. e. star convergence limit of {T,,}. 

PnooF. If lim F(7'u) = + =, there exists no T stated above. We assume 

that limµ(T,,)< +=. Let T,,=L;",y,.EH+. 

y 0 =0. Then Tn=l,;.,,=~;:1L;; and, p(T,,)=/lynl/ 2 =~;:1 //x;[/ 2• From the proof of 

'Theorem 3, {y,.} converges to some yEH and limµ(A·Tn)=(Ay,y)=1.l(A•T) 

where T= L;. For every A EL+, p(A • T,.) :S;_µ(A • T). This implies, by Lemma 2.6 

{vi), Tn<T. If we let A=l, we have limp(Tn)=µ(T). Such Tis unique. For 
n~oo 

-otherwise, let T' be such that Tn ~ T' and lim µ(Tn) = p(T'). Then /IT' -Tn:: 1 = 

µ(T' -Tn)-0. Thus T' is the limit of {T,,} with respect to II [! 1 • Thus T is unique. 

That T is the 1. u. h. of {Tn} is clear from the discussion just given above. To 

-show that {Tn} star converges 11.--n. e. to T, it suffices to show that there exists a 

sequence of integers ni such that {TnJ converges 1-1,--n. e. to T. To this end it 

-suffices to show under the conditions JiT-T,,/:1> d/ that {T,,} converges µ-n.e. to 

T. Let T-~Tn= r )dE;t> be the spectral resolution of T-T,,. 2:+1µ(E~d;) 

-~z-n \= 1 1 
( p.(E~') I )d>,,< ;1(E~n)_l_)dA=/IT-Tnl!1 <-4n• Therefore /.l(E(~)_I )..S::-2n-] • Put 

. 2- n+ l) , ~ 0 , . ; 2ft 

Pn= nK°"_,.E(}>. Then P 1 = V = E(kU d 1 P _L)<"-' = _l ___ L__ Therefore , 2k n k-n Qk an /1,, n ~L..Jk~n 2k-l - 2n-2 • 

P,,- to and PJE lll2- [l(T-T,,)P,,~[ <-i, (n=l, 2, 3, ··•), Thus {Tn} convergesµ

n. e. to 7'. 

The method of proof used in this lemma is applied to show that if a sequence 

{T,,} of elements of 21 converges to T with respect to the norm II /1i, then {T,,) 
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converges µ-n. e. in the star sense to T. The details are omitted. 

CoROLLAHY 3.3. Let O ~ T1 < T2 ~ • • • be a sequence of elements of B2 such that 

{i/T,.//} is bounded. Then there exists the 1. u. b. T of {T,.}, //T,.-T/)r-~o as n-oo, 

and T is the µ-n. e. star convergence limit of {T,.}. 

PROOF. {T,.} is a Cauchy sequence in B2. In fact, for m>n, //Tm-T,.///= 

//Tml/22-(T,,,, T,.)-(T,., T,,,)+ //T,.//2 <//Tm![/-I/T,.//22 since (T,., Tm)=(Tm, T,.) >f[T,.I/? 

by Lemma 2.6. lim ))T,.// 2 exists and is finite. ThiS"implies that lim //T,.-Tm[/ 2 =0. 
n~oo n,m➔oo 

Let T= lim T,.. For any SE B2+, (S, T-T,.)= lim (S, Tm-Tn) >O. Hence T> T"' 
n-oo rn-oo 

(n= 1, 2, 3, •--). Let T0 be any measurable operator such that T>T0 2_T,. (n= 

1,2,3, "·). Then T0 EB2 and //To-T,.//2 2 <//T-T,.)/l by Lemma 2.6. Therefore 

we have T0 =T. The last part of the statement of this corollary follows by the same 

reasoning as in Cor. 3.2, and details are omitted. The proof is completed. 

Let T be any positive measurable operator and let T= ~: ),.,,dEA be the spectral re

solution of T. Define µ'(T)= 1. u. b. µ(S)=l. u. b. µ(A). µi(T) 1s finite if and only 
SElJ1+, SsT AEm2+, AsT 

if TE Bt ; and then we have µ'(T) = µ(T). The "if" part is evident. Now we 

show the "only if" part. K.T= ~: ),.,,dEA EL. µ'(EAT) < µ' (T) < + =. Then 

µ'(ES)=cp(E;,,,,T)< + oo and therefore E,._TE L~ by Lemma 2.1. Then {E,.T} 1s a 

monotone increasing sequence of elements of 2 1 and lim 11-(E/\T) <p,(T)< + 00 • {EnT} 

converges 11.-n. e. to T. Then by Cor. 3.2., TE £1. Thus £1+ consists of measurable 

operators T such that p/(T)< + 00 • 

Let (/) be any linear functional of JL continuous in the ultraweak topology. rf) 

is uniquely expressed as (/J=(/)1 +i<P2 , where (/)1 and </J2 are of real type. With 

regard to </J of real type we have the following 

L1cM,IA 2.8. Let (/) be a linear functional on JL of real type continuoui m the ultra

weak topology. {f) can be expressed uniquely as a difference of two Junctio11aL:, of positive 

type (j)+ and (j)_ such that </J= </), - (j) -, [!(/Ji/= !i <P+ ii + ![ (j) - /i. 

-~= ~() PRoo:2. {[)(A)= µ(A· T), where T is self-adjoint. Let T+ = >..dE/\, T_ = - >..dE,.. 
0 -= 

where T= [= AdE/\ is the spectral resolution of T. Put <P+(A)=µ(A•T+), {[)_(A)= 

p.,(A•L). Then(/)=(/)+-{[)~ and ii(f)//=1..6(/Tj)=t-"CT+)+µ(T_)=i/(})+/l+1i@-//. Next 

we show the uniqueness of such representation. Let (/) = IJI' 1 - IJI' 2, where IJI' 1 and 1/f 2 

are of positive type. IJl'1(A)=1-1(A·S1), IJl'iA)=p(A•S2 ) where S1 , S2 E S3t. Let 
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S1 = r= 'AdF,,_ and S2= f= t-odGA be the spectral resolutions of S1 and S2 respectively. 
Jo Jo 

(f)(E0-1.)=µ,(T+)=µ,(EJLS1)-1J;(E0LS2)::;;,,µ,(EoLS1) <1.J,(S1)= //'P"1//, and therefore [/<'P+/1 

<//'P"1/I similarly //<'P_/j < //'P"2//. Hence if we require that //<'P// = //'P"1// + //'P"2/i then 

we have µ,(E0LS1) = µ,(S1) and therefore E0 • S1 •E0 =0. Therefore E0 •S1 = 0. This 

is equivalent to F0 -1.<E0 .l. Similarly G0 -1.<E0 _. Then <'P+(A)=µ,(A•T+)=µ,(A•EaLT) 

= <'P(AE0 .l) = µ,(AE0 L S1) - µ,(AE0 L S2) =µ,(A• S1) = IP" i(A). Similar! y <'P _(A)= IJf lA). The 

proof is completed. 

2.4. Some applications to the structure of the left ring L of an H-system H 

are given here. An element x EH is c'.llled central if xa=a:X. holds for every a EB, 

that is, Lx'f/L1• A central element x is also characterized by the property: 

<x, ab)=<x, ba) for every a, b EB. Let H 1 stand for the set of central elements of 

H. It is clear that H 1 is a closed linear manifold of H, since ax and xa are 

continuous functions of x for each fixed a. Let x 1 denote the projection of x on 

H 1• Let Kx be the convex closure of {UU1x; UE Lu}. By an ergodic theorem of 

G. Birkhoff [3], x 4 is just the unique element common to Kx and H 1, or the element 

-0f Kx whose norm is minimum (cf. [3], [12]). x 4 is approximated by forms 

"'2..:, i: 1 ai ui U/ X as close as we want, where ui E Lu, ai > 0 and ~ ai = 1. It follows 

then from this remark that if x>y::?:O, then <x4a,a)::?:<la,a)>O for every ~EB, 

that is, x 1>y1>0. For every B=Lx, xE B, we define, after Godement [13], B 4=Lxl• 

It is easy to see [131 that x 1 EB and /[B 1// < j/R/j. B~B' has the following 

properties ( cf. [ 4], [13]) : 

(a) if BE LBnL\ then B'=B; 

(b) R~B 1 is a positive linear mapping from JLB to JL}; 

(c) (AB) 1=(BA) 1 for every AEL and BEJL11 ; 

(d) if AE JI}, then (AB) 4=AB' for every BE LB; 

(e) B~B1 is normal; 

(f) //B'//_<//B// for every BEJLB. 

(a), (b) and (f) are clear from the above. To prove (c) it suffices to show that 

(UBU*) 4 =B1 for every U E Lu. This is evident from the defining property of .% 1• 

(d) follows from AUU1x=UU1 Ax. There remains only to show (e). Let {B8} be a 

directed set C Li'i with B as its 1. u. b. Put B = Lx and B0 = Lxs• From Lemma 2.6 

(vii) we have //xs/1 <//x//. lim<xs,ab)= lim<x0b*,a)= Iim<Bsb*,a)=<Bb*,a)= 
Ii Ii o ' 

<x, ab). Since B 2 is dense in II, it follows that lim <x0, z)=<x, z) for every z EH. 
Ii 
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• 
Then lim (x0 1a, a)= lim (x0 , (aa*) 1)=(x, (aa*) 1)=(x1, aa*)=(x'a, a). This means 

B 6 

that B---+B1 is normal. Next we show that B---+B1 is determined by (a)-(e). To this 

end let B---+B1' be another mapping with (a)-(e). For any B=LxE lLn, there exists 

a sequence {2,.',,:;1 a 1UiU/ x} converging to x 1• Ci:i1::1 a;UiLU/} converges to B' 

in the weak topology. By Theorem 3 the weak and the ultraweak topologies 

coincide. Therefore from a theorem of Dixmier ([9], Cor. 1 of Theorem 3) it follows 

that ('2:__',a,UiB U,*)1' C)nvcrges to Bl in t1u w~a1< top::ilogy. Sinc3 (LJ a, U; BU; *) 1' = 
B1', therefore B 1' =B1 (note that (f) follows from other properties). R -+B 1 is 

uniquely extended to a normal application q: A---+A' of JL to lL 1 [7], since (f) holds. 

It is clear from the manner of extension that I/A1// < jJAi/ for every AE JL. We 

shall say that A-+A' is the canonical application q of H. It is a normal application 

A with B 1 = B for B E lLn n l}, and is faithful if and only if so is B-+B1 

for BE JLB [7]. We show that rL and (I-r)JL are finite and properly infinite 

respectively. C, DE JI.} imply C'D' = (C1D) 1 = (CD) 11 = (CD)\ since B 11 = B 1 

holds for every BE L,1 and therefore A11 =A1 holds for every AE L. This 

implies that if P is a c~ntral projection ELI, then P1 is also central and P 1 ~P. 

Put IL=[' and I2=I-r. R0striction of A ➔A1 to L1=I1L has the property that 

if AEL1 is central, then A 1=A sincJ A. 1=(AI1)4=AI/=A. Therefore lL1 is finite 

· [ 4.]. fot Qi and Q2 be c~ntral projectons such that Q1 + Q2 = I, Qi L is finite and 

Q2lL is properly infinite. I1x 1 =I1x 1 =(Ix) 1 =x 1 and Q1 > 11• Hence Q2L contains no 

non-zero element of lLnnlL}. Take the canonical application q of Q1L and extend 

it to a normal application b, of L in such a way that A1 = 0 for A E Q2JL. This 

is also a normal application b, with the property that B'=B for BE Ln n JL'. 

From the uniqueness of such application it follows that [1 = Q1 • Next we show that 

I 1H= [JLH1]. Let A =P[LHJ'• It is easy to see that Pi is central and A <Ii. In 

the above discussion if we take Q1 =A, then we see from the same reason that 

I1 =Pi. Thus we have the following theorem due essentially to Godement [13]. 

THEOREM 4. Let L be the left ring of an Hsystem H. Then 1L is semi-finite and 

(i) lL is finite if and only iy H= [LH1], or x---+x1 for x EB (or H) is faithful 

uz the sense that x:?: 0 ancl x 1 = 0 imply x = 0. 

(ii) L is properly infinite if and only if H1 = 0. 

REMARK. We can also prove this theorem along a similar line as Godement 

[13] by using the fact that a normal trace (/) of lL is expressed as {f)(A)=<Ax,x) 

for some x E H1+. (the correspondence </J-+x is one-to-one. This follows from Cor. 
1 

3.1 (iii) by putting L,.= 1'2 ). The details are omitted. 
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• 
L is finite if H has the unit. This follows from (i). It is easy to see that L 

is a finite factor if and only if H has the unit and H1 is of one-dimension. These 

are all proved by Godement [13]. 

THEOREM 5. Let L be the left ring of a:n H-system H. Then the following conditions 

(i)-(iv) are equivalent: 

(i) £1 is a:n algebra;· 

(ii) £2 is a:n algebra : 

(iii) H is essentially a:n H*-algebra; 

(iv) There exists a positive unmber o such that llell ~o for every non-zero self-adjoint 

idemptent e E H. And if a:ny of these conditions is satisfied, then L is a direct sum of 

( generally uncountable number of) factors of type I. 

PRooF. (i) and (ii) are evident from Theorem 2. Owing to the remark 

given in 2:2, £2 and H are isomorphic and therefore (ii) and (iii) are equivalent. 

If (iii) holds, there exists a positive number k such that llxy[[ <k[[x[[ [[y![ for every 

I x, y EH, and therefore [[e[[ >T for every non-zero slef-adjoint element e of H, 

h . (""") . 1· c· \ W h h b d f L · I b [[:tell F "f t at 1s, III imp ies 1v1• e note t at t e oun o x 1s -e~O. lfe)f" or, -1 

r= llxell 2 
we. let J

O 
>.,dE1-. be the spectral resolution of Lx* • Lx, then W > X for L. = E1-. 1- =t- 0. 

If (iv) holds, then 11
1
~1/1 < 11 ; 11 and therefore Lx is bounded, that is, (iv) implies (ii). 

There · remains to show that last statement of our theorem. In an H*-algebra every 

non-zero self-adjont idempotent contains s. primitive one e that is, eHe= ( complex 

field) Xe ([l], [17]). This means that L. 1s a primitive abelian projection [17]. 

Then JL is a direct sum of factors of type I. The proof is completed. 

CoROLLARY 5.1. L is a factor of type I if a:nd only if H is simple and consists of 

bounded elements. 

PROOF. The "if" part is evident from the preceding theorem. As remarked 

later in 3.5, if L is a factor of type I, then every measurable operator is bounded 

and therefore H consists of boundrld elements. For any closed ideal I of H, the 

projection P with the range I is a central projection E L, and therefore P= 0 or 

I, that is, 1={0} or H. The proof is completed. 

Godement (cf. [13] Chap. II, II) gave another characterization for L to be a 

factor of type I : L is a factor of type I if and only if H is *•isomorphic with the 

algebra of operators of Hilbert-Schmidt-type on a Hilbert space. We remark that 

this follows from Cor. 5.1 and the structure theorem of Ambrose [l]. 
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CoROLLARY 5.2. In order thrtt every m~,,surable opirator E L is bounded ii is necess·uy 

and sufficient that L is a direct swn of finite numher of factors of type I. 

PROOF. The "if" part is evident sinc'.l in a factor of type I every measurable 

operator 1s bounded. If every measurable operator r7L is bounded, the 521 is an 

algebra, and therefore L is a direct sum of factors of type I from the prec~ding 

theorem. The number of these factors is finite, for otherwise, we can construct an 

unbounded measurable operator 17JL. The proof is completed. 

Cmor.LARY 5.3. The follo',\)ing conditions are equivalent : 

(i) 521 = 522; 

(ii) lL is finire-dimensional ; 

(iii) H is finite-dimensional. 

Pnoo,. It is evident that (ii) and (iii) are equivalent and imply (i). If (i) 

holds, B1 C B2 implies that 521 is is an algebra, and therefore L is a direct sum 

of factors of type I from Theorem 5. Unless each of these factor is finite-dimens

ional and the number of these factors is finite, we can construct an element of 

~2 but not in 521. Therefore lL is finite-dimensional. The proof is completed. 

We have shown (L'.lmma 1.9) that an invariant linear system B is commutative 

if the set B' of self-adjoint operators of 52 is a vector lattice by the ordering of 

operators. The converse is evidently true. Owing to this fact, the following statements 

are equivalent : 

(a) 

(b) 

l. 
any of 52 1P or L is commutative; 

J., 
any of 521P or L' is a .vector lattice. 

In particular, it follows from the isomorphism between 52 2 and H that H 1s com

mutative if and only if H' is a vector lattice. 

3. Integrals with respect to a regular gage. 

3.1. Let M be a semi-finite ring of operators on a Hilbert space ,\3, and let 

m be a regular gage of M [26] : (a) m is a non-negative valued function defined 

on Mp; (b) m(P)=O if and only if P=O; (c) m(P+Q)=m(P)+m(Q) if P+QEMp; 

(d) m(P)=m(UPU*) for every UE Mu; (e) m is countably additive; (f) if 

m(P) = + 00 , tliere exists Q such that O < Q _SP and m( Q) < + oo. It is shown [71 

that m is a restriction on Mp of a uniquely determined faithful, essential, normal 

pseudo-trace 1r, and vice versa. Let a be the maximal ideal associated with 1r, 
that is, the set of A EM with f( I A I)< + 00 • t is extended to a faithful normal 
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trace of a [7]. For any two B, CE a, we define (B, C)=t(C*B). It is easy to see 

that Ct becomes a unitary algebra with inner product (B, C). Its completion H is 

an H-system as stated in 2.1. For any A EM, the mapping a 3 B-AB is continu

ous since (AB, AB)< /IA!/ 2(B, B) holds. This mapping is uniquely extended to an 

operator 0(A) on H. Let L be the left ring of H. It is easy to see that 0(A) E L, 

and that 0 is a *•isomorphic normal mapping. By a theorem of Dixmier [9], 0(M) 

is a ring of operators on H. And it coincides with L since it contains all 0(B), 

BE a. Let .{E.} be a maximal orthogonal system of projections Ea. Then it is 

clear that I= V ,E,. Dixniier [8] proved that "[r(A) = ~, t(E, AEJ for A E M-t, and 

therefore t(A)=~,(AE"E). If we put cfi(0(A))=t(A) for AEM\ cp is the 

canonical pseudo-trace of H (Lemma 2.1 and Def. 2.1). Let B be the bounded 

algebra of H. By Lemma 2.1 we see that 0(a) is "the maximal ideal associated 

with J,i, and that 0(a)=L~. That is, 0(a~)=Jl.,B, If we put µ(0(P))=tft(P), then /L 

is the canonical gage · of H. This shows that M is *-isomorphic with the left ring 

L of H by means of the mapping 0 and the regular gage m corresponds to the 

canonical gage µ. It follows from Theorem 1 that 0 is uniquely extended to a

*-isornorphism 0 between measurable operators with respect· to M and L. The 

theory of integrals with respect to the canonical gage µ developed in the preceding 

section is now translated into the theory of integrals with respect to the regular 

gage m. This will be carried out in the sequel. 

3.2. Let m be a regular gage of a semi-finite ring M of operators on a Hilbert 

space S), and let 0, µ have the same meaning as described in 3.1. Let .5fl be the 

set of all measurable operators 17 M. For every TE .5fl+, we put 

(1) m (T) = 1. u. b. t (A). 
AEa+,AS.T 

From the the discussions given in 2.3, m(T) = /L(0(T)) and, if we let L1 , denote the 

set of all T such that m( / TI)< + 00 , then 0(L1) = £1 the set of all integrable 

measurable operators 17 lL with respect to /L, and therefore m is uniquely extended 

to a linear functional on L1• 

DEFINITION 3.1. A measurable operator T is said to be integrable with respect to 

IIZ if m ( I Tf) < + 00 • Let L1 stand for the set of all integrable operators 17M, 

and let m be the extended linear functional on L1 as described above. m(T) is 

called the integral of TE L1 with respect to the gage m. 

From lemmas given in 2, we have the following theorem. 

TuEoREM 6. Let L1 be the set of integrable measurable operators 17 M. Then L1 is 
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an invariant linear system of M satisfying the conditions ( ~)1 and ( ~)2- And the follow

ing statements hold. 

(i) L1isaBanachspace with norm [[TIJi=m(jTj),a is dense in Li, and has 

the fallowing properties : 

(a) if Ti, T2E Lt, then l[T1+T2!l1= iJT1[[1 + ![T2[[1; 

(b) ifO<T1<T2 <•··, and {l[Tnl[1} is bounded, then there exists the I.u.b. 

TEL! of {1\} and lim l[T-Tn[[c+O. {Tn} converges m-n. e. to T in the star sense; 

(ii) the integral m is a positive linear functional on Li, with the following properties: 

(a) m(T*)=m(T); 

(b) m(T)>O for TE Lt. The equality holds if and only if T=O; 

(c) m(A·T)=m(TA) for AE Mand TEL1• If AEM+, TEL!, then m(A·T)>O; 

(b) For a fixed T, m(A • T) > 0 for every A EM+ if and only if TE Lt ; 

(e) For a fixed A, m(A•T)>O for every TE Lt if cazd only if AE M+; 

(iii) [[Tii1= l.u.b. /m(A•T)[,and I/Al[= l.u.b. [m(A•T)l-
llAlls;:1, A E: M IITk~l,T E: L1 

(iv) @r(A) = m(A • T) is a linear normal functional defined on M, and conversely 

every normal linear functional (/} is an @r, TE L1. M is a conjugate space of L1. 

( V) A positive measnrable operator T = r X d E /,_ is integrable if and only if 

[ m(E1,.,.l )dX< + oo. Then this value equals the integrals of T. 

(vi) If lim [iTn-T[[r=O, then {Tn} conve,ges m-n. e. to 1' in the star sense. 

Segal [26] cited (i), (b) the Lebesgue convergence theorem and the second part 

of the first statement of (iv) the 'Radon-Nikodym theorem. We remark that the 

Radon-Nikodym theorem of Dye [11] follows from that of Segal. 

Co;wLI.AHY. Let M be a semi-finite ,ing of operators w a Hilbert space. Let {/} and 

IJ!"bepositivenormal linear functionals such that (fJ(P)=O, PEM, implies IJ!"(P)=O. Let 

()IP be the canonical representation of M defined by (/} and < , > IP denote the inner product 

of the representation space S)iJ>. Then IJ!"(A) is represented as IJ!"(A) =({Jo.,(A)z, z)IP for 

some z E .t,<1>. 

PRoor. We may assume without loss of generality that· M is a left ring JL of 

an H-system. We use the notations in 2. We may write (})(A)=(Ax, x), and 

IJ!"(A) = (Ay, y) where x, y are positive elements of H. @(P) = 0 is equivalent to 

Px=O, and in turn to P1x=O. This implies P1 [1Lx]=O. Put P1 =P[Lx]J.. Then 

since IJI" (P) = 0 and therefore by the same reason as the above P1 y = 0. It follows 

that y E [JLx]. By a theorem of Murray and v. Neumann (BT-Theorem called by 
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Dye [11], [16]), y=BTx where BE lL and Tis a closed operator 'I] JL. We may take 

T> 0. Let T= ~: "J\,dE;,,. be the spectral resolution of T and put Tn = E "J\,dE;,,.. /I Tnx -

Txll--►0 as n--► oo. Since {J)(B*A)=(A,B)1>=(Ax,Bx), there exists uESj,i, such that 

(u-Tn,u-Tn)1>--► 0. It follows therefore lfl"(A) =<0q,(A)z, z)q,, where z =Bu. The 

proof is completed. 

In the above corollary, if M is finite, then y is written as y=Tx smce B·T 

is a closed measurable operator 'IJ JL. Let T= WI TI be its polar decomposition. 

And consider the spectral resolution [ >..dE,,._ of I Tl and put I Tin= ~>dE;,,. and 

Tn =WIT In• {T,,} converges m-n. e. to T. It is easy to see that IP" (A)= lim 
n-oo 

1/J(T,,'"ATn) which is defined as @(T*•A•T) [11]. 

DarnrTION 3.2. A measurable operator T 1,1 M 1s called square-integrable with 

respect to the gage m if T*TE L1. Let L 2 be the set of all square-integrable 
1 

operators. For any two S, TEL2 we define (S, T)=m(T*•S) and IITll2=m(T*T)2. 

It is clear from the discussions given in 2 that 0 (L2) = £2. Therefore we 

have the following theorem. 

TuEOREM 7. L2 is an invariant linear system of M satisfying the conditions (<fJ1 and 

,( {:)2, and L~ = L1. L2 has the .following properties : 

(i) L2 is an JI-system with inner product <S, T)=m(T*·S). The bounded algebra 
1 

rif L2 is 02 ; 

(ii) (a) (S,T)>OforS,TELf, 

(b) ~f (S, T)2O for every TEL2+, then S>O, 

(c) if S•T*=O, then IIS+T[i22= //SiJ22 + /iT/j/, 

(d) if I SI I Tl, then ilSll2.::S::: liTll2, 

(e) 

(f) 

I/Tll2=[IU•TU*l[2 for every UEMu, 

lm(S·T) I <m( IS· 1'I )<;:s!!2IIT!l2, 

(g) IIA•T/12-S:IIA!I /iT][2 for AEM and TEL2; 

(iii) Let O <T1 <T2 < ··· be a sequence of elements cf L2 such that {[[T,,// 2} is 

bounded. Then there exists tlze l. u. b. T of {Tn} and I/Tn-T/1 2 ----+O as n----+oo. {T,,} 

-eonve,ges m--11. e. to T in the star sense; 

(iv) if li'f'u-T//2----+0 as n--► 00 , then {T,,} conve,ges m-n.e. to Tin the star sense; 

(v) Let T be a positiv:c; measurable operator 11M. Let T= [ "J\,dE;,._ be the spettral 

resolntion of T. Then TE L2 ~f and only if [ m(E~,\)d'rc< + 00 ; and IIT/1/ equals this 

value. 

-
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CoROLLERY. If T is a measurable opcmtor such that T •SE L1 for every SE Lt, 

then TE Lz. 

339 

PRooF. Let T=W/T/ be the polar decomposition of T. Since /Tj•S=W*T•SEL1 

for every SE L2 we may assume without loss of generality that T;?_O. Let T= 

[ 1,.,dE,1. be the spectral resolution of T. EAl. is metrically finite for -X,>O. For 

otherwise, E;,,., l. is metrically infinite for some 1,.,0 > 0 and we can write E~ 0 = ~, P, 

where P, are metrically finite projections. We can choose a sequence {P,n} such 

that ~nm(P.n)= + 00 • Let {an} be an arbitrary sequence of positive numbers such 

that ~nan2m(P,n)<+ 00 • Put S=}._:JnanP•n• Clearly SE Lt. Put A= ~E,1.EM. )= 1 
AO /\, 

Then S=E-1-o•S=A•T•SELi, and therefore ~nanm(P,n)< + 00 • Since anm(P.n)= 
I I 

{a,.m(P,n)2 }m(P.n)2 , we can conclude that ~nm(P.n)< + oo, a contradiction. Let 

S=[rp(>.)dE,1. such thal -[/rp(1,.,)/ 2dm(E;,,.,l.)<+=, where rp(>.) is a Baire funct-

ion of A. T•S= [ 1,.,rp(1,.,)dE,1. E L1. This implies / [ -X,rp(-X,)dm(E,1.'-·) I<+ oo. 

It follows from a classical result concerning square-integrable functions that 

-.[ 1,.,2dm(EJ)< oo. Hence TE L2 • The proof is completed. 

Similarly we can show that if T is a measurable operator such that T•SE Li. 

for every 'SE Lt, then TE M. 

3.3. We give some remarks on "normed" operators. An operator A is called 

normed ([19], [14]) if A E Ld1M. Let M be a semi-finite ring of operator with a 

regular gage m. If a sequence of normed operators Tn with bounded uniform norrr:s 

converges to T in L2, then, by the remark after Lemma 1.6, Tis a normed operator 

and {Tn} converges strongly to T. If the converse of this statement holds, that is, 

strong convergence entails L 2 -convergence for every sequence of normed operators 

with bounded uniform norms, then m(I)< + 00 . To prove this, write I= ~,E, 

where E, are metrically finite projections. For any sequence {ij} from {i}, {~/'.a1E.J 

converges strongly to ~ j:1 E,j• Hence ~j:1 E.j E L2 n M and ~/:. 1 m(E,) = 
m(bj: 1 E,)< +=. It follows from this that m(E,)>O for almost countable t, and 

therefore m(I)< +=. Conversely, le
0
t m(l)< + 00 , then strong convergence entails 

L 2-convergence for every sequence of normed operators Tn with bounded uniform norms. 

We may assume that M is a left ring 1L of an fl-system, since two topologies, 

ultrastrong and strong, have the same effect on the sequential convergence. Then 

(A, B)=(AI, BI) for any operators A, BE M. If {Tn} converges strongly to T, then 
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<Tn-T, Tn-T)-+0 as n-+ 00 • The proof is completed. 

These facts are remarked by Dixmier [9] on a topological stand point, but the . 

method of our proof is different. See also [19], p. 106-. 

3.4. DEFINITI0?-1 3.3. A measurable operator T 17 M is said to be p'h power 

integrable with respect to m if I Tl PE L1. Let Lp(l <p< + 00) stand for the set 

of p'h power integrable operators 17M. The LP-norm of TE LP is defined as 

1 

m( IT/ P)P and designated by II Tl! r If p= + 00 , we shall identify M with L~. 

From this definition a measurable operator T belongs to Lp (1 <p< + oo) if 

and only if T is m-restrictedly measurable and -~: )..,Pdm(E;..1-)< + oo, where 

j: ?.,dE;.. is the spectral resolution of IT 1-

1 1 
LEMMA 3.1. (cf. [9]). Let - + -= 1 where 1 <p, q < + 00 • Then 

p q 

(i) m(S•T)=m(T·S) for SELp and TE Lr If furthermore S,T>O, then m(S•T) 

2:0; and conversely, if m(S•T)>O for every T>O, then S2:0. 

(ii) lm(T1•T2•···•Tn)l<m(IT1•T2•·--•Tnl)<IIT1l/p 1 //T2llp2 ··IITnllpn for T;ELp; 

with ~;,'.' 1 ~; = 1, p;> 1 (i= 1, 2, ···, n). 

(iii) /ISi! p= l. u. b. I m(S• T) I for SE LP where the l. u. b. is attained by some T 
TE Lg, IITllg<:::l 

if 1 <p< + 00 ; 

(iv) LP is a normed linear space, and 1/T/IP=IIT*I/P=IIU•T•V*IIP for TELp and 

UEMu. //TI/P<IISI/Pfor S,TELp such that ITl<ISI. 

( v) Im (S • T) I 2 < m ( IS* I • I TI ) m ( IS I • / T* I ) < m ( IS• TI ) m ( I T •SI ) for SE L p and 

TELq. 

PROOF. The lemma will be proved with necessary modifications along the 

similar lines as Dixmier [9], and the details are omitted. 

LicMMA 3.2. Let T be an m-restrictedly measurable operator 17 M and - 1- +-L = _]_. 
p q r 

where 1 <p, q, r,S:::: + 00 • If T•SE L, for every SE Lt, then TE Lr 

PRooF. The proof will be carried out along the similar line as Cor. of Theorem 

7 and the details are omitted. 

TnEOREM 8. LP is complete. 

PROOF. Let {Tn} be any Cauchy sequence of elements of Lr It is easy to see 

that {Tn} converges m-n. e. in the star sense to an m-restrictedly measurable operator 
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T. Let S be any element of Lq with - 1- +-1-= 1, then by Lemma 3.1 //Tm•S-
p q 

Tn•S//1 < IITm-Tnll P liS!lq, which implies that {Tn•S} converges m-n. e. in the star 

sense to T•S and /f Tn •S-T•Sl/i➔O as n➔ oo since L1 is complete. Lemma 3.2 

shows that TE Lr Let c be any given positive number. Choose n, such that 

l!Tm-Tnllp<s for every m>n2n,. If /iSllq<l, then ll(T-Tn)·S111 < lim !/(Tm-
m➔CO 

Tn)·Snll1 <s. Hence by Lemma 3.1 we have liT-TnllP <s for n>n., that is, 

limllT-Tu[ip=O. The proof is completed. 
n➔ = 

As Dixmier [9] did, we can show that LP 1s reflexive if 1 <p< + =. Using 

this fact we show 

THEOREM 9. If O < T1 < T2 < · ·· is a sequence of elements of Lp (1 <p< + oo) 

such that {II Tnll P} is bounded, then there exists the I. u. b. T of {Tn} and II T- Tnl/ p--+0 

as n➔ =. And {Tn} converges m-n. e. ':to T in the star sense. 

P1rnoF. It is sufficient to show the theorem for 1 <p< + oo. Let S be any 

operator E Lg with _!_ +-1-= 1. It follows from Lemma 3.1 that O=m(Tn•S) S:, 
p q 

m(T,,+1 ·S) < ilTn+1IIPiiS[l 7 <k/jSj/q for some constant k>O. Since every operator E Lq 

is a linear combination of positive ones E Lq, {T,,} converges weakly ( =in the 

topology <T(Lp,Lq)) to TELq, that is, m(T•S)= limm(Tu·S). m(T•S)2mTn•S) for 
n➔ CO 

every SE Lr Therefore T>Tn(n=l, 2, 3, ···) by Lemma 3.1. For every c>O 

there exist non-negative numbers aj (j = 1, 2, ···, m) with ~j'.'.:1 aj = 1 such that 

p·-~/'.'. 1 ajTji/p<c. 0 <T-Tn <T-bj'.'.: 1 CljTj for every n>m. This implies 

that IIT-T"'IIP<IIT-~ajTj(/p<s for n>m, that is, //T-Tn//P--+0 as n➔00 • The 

other parts of the theorem will be proved by the same way as in Cor. 3.2. 

3.5. Let M be an arbitrary ring of operators. There exists a central projec

tion Q such that QM is semi-finite and Q--'-M is of type III (cf. [17]). Any 

measurable operator 17 Q_LM is bounded since there exists no non-zero finite projec

tion in a ring of type III. It follows from 2.4 that every measurable operator 17 M 

is bounded if and only if M is a direct sum of a ring of type III and a finite 

number of factors of type I. In the rest of this section we assume that M is a 

semi-finite ring with a regular gage m. 

faMi'>IA 3.3. Let 1 <p<r< + oo. The following conditions (i)-(iii) aJ'e equivalent: 

(i) Lp)L,; 

(ii) Mf\Lp) Mf\L,; 
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(iii) M is finite and m(I) < + oo. 

PROOF. (i)-(ii) is evident. (ii)-(iii) : We may assume that r< + oo. Put 

-q=-r-. MnLp)MnLr is equivalent to MnL1 )MnL;=MnLq (Theorem 2). We 
p 

can write I= b, E, where E, are metrically finite projections. If, for some E > 0, 

the set { E,;m(E.) > E} is infinite, we can take a sequence { En} from the set. Let { a,.} 

be a sequence of positive numbers such that ~nanqm(E,.)< +oo, and put T=~nanE,,. 

Evidently TE MnLq, and therefore TE MnLi. that is, hnanm(En)< + =. Let 

{f:?n} be an arbitrary sequence of positive numbers such that )i.:,nf:?,.q< +=. We 
.l 

can find {an} satisfying the above condition and such that anm(En)q =/3,.. Then 

anm(En)=/3,.m(E)f' for t+1,~=l. Hence we must obtain b,.m(En)< +00 , a 

contradiction. Hence {EJ is at most countable. If ~,m(E.)= +=, we may assume 

that m (EJ:?: l. If we repeat the above discussion, we reach a contradiction. Hence 

m(I) < + =. iii)-(i) : We may assume r< + = since the case r= + = is evident. 

1 1 
IE Lq,, where --+ -, = 1. Therefore from Theorem 2 we have L9 = Lql C L1. 

q q 
The proof is completed. 

LEMMA 3.4. Let l < p < r < + oo. The following conditions are equivalent : 

(i) Lp CLr; 

(ii) M is a direct sum of factors of type I and there exists a positive number o, such 

that m(E)20 for eve,y non-zero projection EEM. 

(i)-(ii): Suppose that r< + =. 
_l 

r 
Put q=-. 

p 
LP CL, is equivalent 

toL1CL1 7 =Lq(Theorem2)and in turn we obtain L 1 (Lq(L92 (···. We may 

assume that q':?_2. Let T be any measurable operator E Lt and~: 'Jed},,\ be its spe

ctral resolution. Put Tr= TE1 and T2 = T.E1.l.. Then Ti,T2 E Li, and therefore 

T2 E Lq. T1 E Mn Lr implies that T1 E L2• - \ ~ ).,q d m (E,. 1 ) > - ( = ).}d m (E;...l) implies · Jr J J 

that T2 E L2. Hence we obtain TE L2, Thus L 1 C L 2• If r= + =, then for any 
l 

TELt we have TPELp(M and therefore TEM, which implies that that T 2 EL1. 

In any case we have L1 C L2 • It follows from Theorem 5 that the left ring JL 

considered in 3.1 satisfies (ii), and therefore M satisfies (ii). 

(ii)-(i) : Owing to Theorem 5 and. Cor. 5.2, the isomorphic mapping {) con

sidered in 3.1 shows that L2 CM. Then it is dear that LP C Lr for any 1.s;:p < ,
< + oo. 
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Using these lemmas we obtain the condition under which every measurable 

operator is integrable. 

T11EoREM 10. Let M be a semi-finite ring with a regular gage tn. The following 

conditions (i)-(iii) are equivalent : 

(i) M is finite-dirnen1,ional ; 

(ii) Lp=L, for some p * r; 

(iii) Eve,y measurable operator is integrable. 

PnooF. The preceding two lemmas shows that (i) and (ii) are equivalent. (i)-+(iii) 

is evident. (iii) implies that L2 C L1 and Li C L1• The latter is equivalent to 

L 1 C L 2• Thus we have L1 =L2 . The proof is completed. 

Let iB be the ring of all bounded operators on a Hilbert space S"j, and let {J;} 

be a complete orthonormal system of f.). If we put cp(A) = ~' <AJ;, J;) for A E !13+, 

it is easy to see that </> is a faithful, essential. normal pseudo-trace, and that any 

other such pseudo-trace is a multiple of <p since !13 is a factor. The corresponding 

gage m ( P) is the dimension of Pf.). It follows that in a factor of type I every 

measurable operator is bounded. L; (1 < p < + oo) consists of positive operators, 

the sums of the p th powers of whose proper values counted as their multiplicities 

are finite. Therefore every operator E Lp(l <p< + oo) is completely continuous, and 
• 

LP (Lq fm p<q. Since (c0 ) is not the union of (lp), 1 <p< + oo, we see that f.) 

is finite-dimensional if and only if every completely continuous operator is integra

ble. These considerations suggest the following generalization. 

TnEonr:M 11. Let M be a scmi-8imple ring with a regular gage m. The following 

statements are epuivalcnt : 

(i) every operator E LpnM (1 ~p< + oo, p fixed) is a w. c. c. element of M; 

(ii) M is a direct sum of factors of type I and there exists a positive number o such 

that m (E) > o for evc,y non-zero projedion EE M. 

If any of (i) and (ii) holcls, and furthermore if every w. c. c. element of M is E LP for some 

l 5p< + 00 , then M is finite-dimensional. 

PnooF. An operator A EM is called w. c. c. [23] if the right (or left) multip

lication by A is a completely continuous operator on M in the topology o-(M, M*). 

The set S of all w. c. c. elements of M forms a closed ideal of M. We note that 

the second part of (ii) implies the first part of (i). 

(i)-+(ii): Let a be the maximal ideal of M. associated with m, that is, a =L1 nM. 
1 

a and aP have identical uniform closure J which is an ideal of 
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M contained in ,!J. Therefore (i) holds for every p if so does for some p. J is 

a w. c. c C*-algebra. This shows [23] that every non-zero projection E J contains 

a primitive one, that is, P JP= ( complex field) x P. Since a is dense in M in the 

strong topology, it follows that PM P = ( complex field) x P, and therefore P is 

a primitive abelian projection E M. Every non-zero projection E M contains a 

non-zero metrically finite projection, and a fortiori a primitive abelian projection. 

It follows that M is a direct sum of factors of type I. If the second part of (ii) 

does not hold, we can choose a sequence of orthogonal primitive projections En such 
i 

Put A= "2.:inEn. Then A E aP, but not a w. c. c. element of M. 

(ii)-(i) : M is assumed to be a direct sum of 93,. where 93,. is the ring of 

all bounded operators on a certain Hilbert space. A is determined by its components 

A,. and IIAII = I. u. b. //A,.1/. A w. c. c. element A is characterized by the properties 
"' 

that each A,. is a completely continuous operator on .\3 and the set {a; IIA,.// >E} 

is finite for every E>O. The pseudo-trace of M in question uniquely determined 

by m 1s of the form "2.:,,. c,. <p,. where each cf)"' is the ordinary pseudo-trace of l!J'.'. 

Ca IS a positive number >o and c,b(A)=2.:u,c,.cf),,,(A) for AEM+. (/J(A,.)< += 
implies that each A,. is complete! y continuous and { a ; rp,.(A,.) > E} is finite. Since 

//A,.11 <rp,.(A,.) holds, we see that A is a w. c. c. element of M. 

Now we show the rest part of the theorem. We follow the notations of the 

proof of (ii)-(i). Each l/3,. is finite-dimensional as remarked above. We have only 

to show that the index set {a} is finite. Otherwise we can choose a sequence {f:?n} 

of positive numbers such that #n~o and bnf3nPcfJ,.JE,..n)= +=, where E,.n 18 a 

primitive projection E 93,.n. Put A=~ J:J,J"'",,. Then A is a w. c. c. element of M, 
but ,,~(AP)==. The proof is completed. 

Cotto1.1.AJtY. Lp(l <p < + =) coincides with the set of w. c. c. elements of M if 

and only if M is finite-dimensional. 

Let L~ be the set of self-adjoint operators E Lr If L~, is a vector lattice by 

the ordering of operators, LP is commutative by Theorem 2, and vice versa. 

4. Analogies to (AL). 

4.1. Let V be a normed vector lattice with norm /!xfl. We say [20] that V 

1s an (AL) if 

(a) if /x/</y/ holds, //x//<![y!:; 
(b) if xny=O holds, llx+rll =!!xii+ ilr!i; 
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(c) if 0 <xi <.\\2 < ··· and {Jlxnll} is bounded, then there exists the I. u. b. 

xE V of {xn} such that /lxn-xl/-o as n-=- Then it is shown [20] that V is a 

Banach lattice, and is representable as an Li-space on a measure space. The same 

1s true for a complex vector lattice [21]. 

4.2. Let 53 be an invariant linear system cons1stmg of measurable operators 

'f/ M, where M is an arbitrary ring of operators. Let 53 be a normed linear space 

with norm JJTI/ and have the following properties: 

(a) if JS!< I Tl holds, !ISi/ < !!Tl!- And IIT![ = IIUTU*I/ for every UE Mu; 

((3) if S•T=O for S,TE53+, then JIS+Tll=JJS//+/JTIJ; 

('y) if Os.Ti <T2 < ··· be a sequence of mutually commutative operators E 53 

such that {i!Tnll} is bounded, then there exists the· I. u. b. TE 53 of {Tn} such that 

/ 1T.-Tlf-0 as n-=-
Let m be the ideal of M generated by the projections E 53. m is the union of 

PMP, PE£. Let M1 be the closure of m in the strong topology. It is known [7] 

that there exists a central projection Q E M such that Mi= QM. Let TE 53+ and 

[ ?cdE,. be the spectral resolution of T. Put Tn= ::Sf:'~ ;n (E(k+i);2• - Ek;2n). Since 

O_<;;,Tn<,T, it follows that TnE53 and E(k+i112n-Ek12nES"!. It is clear that T is the 

I. u. b. of {T.}. Hence it is easy to see that Q1._T=0 since Q1-T.=0. Therefore 

we may assume Q1-M=0, that is, Q=l. And /iTi/= lim::S__!_l!Eck+i112•-Ek;2•ll-
n ➔oo 2n 

From (a)-('Y) we see that E,.1-Ef! for erery ?c>0, and liT1/=~:IIE,.J.lfd\.. Conver• 

sely if for a given positive measurable operator T= (= >cdE,., £,_.IE2 for every 1c>O 
Jo 

and\~ //£,,.Li/ dtc< + oo, then TE f!. The proof is easy. Put for any PE MP, 
uO 

m (P) = I. u. b. II Ei1- It is easy to see that m (P) is finite if and only if PE Ulr, 
EcP,E':":.mp 

and that m(P) = II PJJ for PE Ulp. It follows easily from (a)-(~;) that m is a regular 

gage of M and that M is semi-finite. Therefore from Theorem 6 (v) we conclude 

that 53 is the set of all integrable operators 'f/ M. 

Theorem 6 that any L1 satisfies (a)-(ry). 

Moreover it is clear from 

Thus (a)-('Y) are the characteristic properties for an 53 to be L1. Compare 

(a)-('Y) with (a)-(c) of 4.1. Let 53' be ii vector lattice, then QM and therefore 

53 is commutative. This is proved in 2. And (f:J) is reduced to (b). 1/Til=I/UTU*Jf 

is always satisfied, and therefore (a) is reduced to (a). Thus L1 is considered as 
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-a non-commutative extension of (AL). 

In like manner, we can state characteristic properties for LP and find an 

analogy to (ALP). It suffices to replace (/3) by ((3)p: if S•T=O fer 5, TE 5!+, then 

]IS+ Tfi P = !:s:1 P + II Tli P. The details are omitted. 
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